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Abstract: The flow behavior and microstructure evolution of 6A82 aluminum alloy (Al−Mg−Si−Cu) with high copper content were 

studied on a Gleeble−1500 system by isothermal hot compression test in the temperature range from 320 to 530 °C and the strain rate 

range from 0.001 to 10 s−1. The results reveal that the flow stress of the alloy exhibits a continuous flow softening behavior at low 

temperatures of 320−390 °C, whereas it reaches steady state at high temperatures (≥460 °C), which are influenced greatly by the 

Zener−Hollomon parameter (Z) in the hyperbolic sine with the hot deformation activation energy of 325.12 kJ/mol. Microstructure 

characterizations show that prominent dynamic recrystallization and coarsening of dynamic precipitation may be responsible for the 

continuous flow softening behavior. Due to deformation heating at high strain rates (≥1 s−1), dynamic recrystallization is more 

prominent in the specimen deformed at 530 °C and 10 s−1 than in the specimen deformed at 460 °C and 0.1 s−1 even though they have 

very close ln Z values. 

Key words: Al−Mg−Si−Cu aluminum alloy; isothermal hot compression; flow stress; dynamic recrystallization; dynamic 

precipitation 

                                                                                                             

 

 

1 Introduction 
 

Considerable commercial interest has been shown 

in Al−Mg−Si alloys [1], which are aging hardenable 

aluminum alloys and widely used in the automotive 

industry for structural parts due to their high specific 

strength and bending stiffness. Since most aluminum 

parts were used in the form of wrought products, high 

temperature formability of their alloys has been 

extensively studied for decades [2,3]. Precipitation 

hardening is the main strengthening mechanism in these 

alloys. Increasing the Cu content enhanced the strength 

but deteriorated their hot workability in 6xxx alloys. 

Therefore, the investigation of high temperature 

deformation behavior and the associated microstructure 

evolution would help to clarify the workability of these 

alloys. 

Due to the high stacking fault energy of aluminum 

alloys, dynamic recovery (DRV) was more likely to 

occur than dynamic recrystallization (DRX) [4]. Many 

reports about high temperature deformation behavior and 

dynamic softening mechanisms of aluminum alloys have 

been published [5−7]. The previous investigations 

pointed out that the softening mechanisms and 

microstructure evolution are related to deformation 

temperature and strain rate, which are represented by the 

Zener−Hollomon parameter (Z). Recent studies on 

Al−Mg−Li−Zr alloy and Al−Zn−Mg−0.25Sc−Zr alloy 

have attributed the transformation of recrystallization 

mechanism to the change of deformation condition [8,9]. 

LIU et al [10] investigated the hot deformation behavior 

of AA7085 aluminum alloy and believed that dynamic 

recrystallization was more sensitive to deformation 

temperature than to strain rate. Although many 

researchers tried to explain the hot deformation behavior 

of aluminum alloy by different mechanisms, there was 

no perfect theory for the restoration behavior of 

aluminum alloys during hot deformation under different 

conditions. Thus, it is necessary to study the deformation 

behavior and microstructure evolution for aluminum 

alloys. 

The occurrence of DRX and the measurement    

of recrystallized grain size were confirmed by optical  
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microscopy (OM) in previous studies. Recently, electron 

backscatter diffraction (EBSD) technique has been 

widely used in microstructure characterization [11−13]. 

EBSD can give more fundamental and accurate 

information about deformed and recrystallized grains, 

such as misorientation angle distribution, recrystallized 

grain size and texture component. The recrystallized 

grain size was quantitatively measured and the 

occurrence of DRX was observed by the EBSD 

technique in the present study. 

In this work, a new Al−Mg−Si−Cu alloy based on 

6082 alloy was used. The effects of the deformation 

conditions on the flow behavior and microstructure 

evolution of the high Cu aluminum alloy during 

compression deformation at elevated temperatures were 

studied. The aim of the present work is to gain a 

fundamental understanding of the hot deformation 

behavior of the new Al−Mg−Si−Cu aluminum alloy, 

which will provide a guide for optimizing the actual 

plastic deformation parameters. 

 

2 Experimental 
 

A new Al−Mg−Si−Cu alloy based on 6082 alloy 

(6A82) was applied in the form of the ingot. The 

compositions of the 6A82 alloy and 6082 alloy are 

shown in Table 1. Compared with 6082 alloy, the content 

of Cu increases and the content of Fe decreases in the 

6A82 alloy. Cylindrical specimens of d8 mm × 12 mm 

were machined from ingot plate and subjected to a 

homogenization at 540 °C for 6 h in an air furnace, 

followed by water quenching. The microstructure of the 

homogenized specimen is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen 

that the original grain size is about 60 μm with an 

average misorientation angle of 38.7°. 

 

Table 1 Compositions of 6A82 and 6082 alloys (mass 

fraction, %) 

Alloy Mg Si Cu Cr Fe 

6A82 0.89 1.02 0.46 0.15 0.12 

6082 0.6−1.2 0.7−1.3 ≤0.1 ≤0.25 ≤0.5 

Alloy Mn Ni Zn Ti Al 

6A82 0.5 0.01 0.02 0.05 Bal. 

6082 0.4−1.0 0.00 ≤0.20 ≤0.10 Bal. 

 

The isothermal compression tests were carried out 

on a Gleeble−1500 thermal simulator at strain rates of 

0.001−10 s
−1

 and deformation temperatures of  

320−530 °C. In order to reduce friction and 

inhomogeneous deformation of the specimens, the flat 

ends of the specimens were coated with lubricant. The 

specimens were heated to the test temperature at a 

heating rate of 5 °C/s and held for 3 min prior to 

compression. As soon as the specimens were compressed 

to a final strain of 1.2, the specimens were quenched in 

water and then sectioned parallel to the compression 

axis. 

 

 

Fig. 1 Orientation map of 6A82 alloy after homogenization 

 

The microstructures were characterized by optical 

microscopy (OM), electron backscatter diffraction 

(EBSD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

techniques. The specimens for metallographic 

observation were prepared by grinding, mechanical 

polishing and etching with the Keller’s reagent (2.5 mL 

HNO3, 1.5 mL HCl, 1 mL HF and 95 mL H2O). The 

specimens for EBSD measurement were electro-polished 

in a solution of 10% HClO4 and 90% C2H5OH at −20 °C. 

The EBSD studies were carried out on a field emission 

gun-environmental scanning electron microscopy (FEG− 

SEM) FEI, at 20 kV and spot size number of 7. Thin foils 

of TEM specimens were prepared by cutting longitudinal 

sections of the deformed specimens using an electro- 

polishing unit operated at 10 V and −25 °C using 30% 

HNO3 and 70% CH3OH solution. TEM investigations 

were performed on a Zeiss Libra 200 FE transmission 

electron microscope operated at 200 kV. 

 

3 Results and discussion 
 

3.1 Flow stress behavior of 6A82 alloy 

Figure 2 shows the true stress−true strain curves 

during hot compression under various deformation 

conditions. It can be seen that the flow stress increases 

with increasing strain rate and decreasing temperature. 

Moreover, the flow curves exhibit different shapes. At 

low temperatures (≤390 °C), the flow stress decreases 

monotonically after the peak stress till the final strain. At 

high temperatures (≥460 °C), the flow curves after the 

peak strain do not change obviously and the stable state 

is obtained at high strains. 

Deformation at elevated temperatures is a 

competing process of the work hardening and dynamic 
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Fig. 2 True stress−true strain curves of 6A82 aluminum alloy during hot compression at different temperatures: (a) 320 °C;       

(b) 390 °C; (c) 460 °C; (d) 530 °C 

 

softening. At the early stage of deformation, dislocation 

density increases rapidly due to the interaction and 

multiplying of dislocations, which results in a rapid 

increase in the flow stress. After the peak stress, dynamic 

softening such as DRV or DRX, can offset or partially 

offset working hardening, leading to a decrease in flow 

stress. Flow softening is a common characteristic of 

many alloys deformed at elevated temperatures. It is 

related to the thermal softening and microstructural 

softening [14]. The thermal softening is ascribed to 

deformation heating, whereas the microstructural 

softening consists of dynamic recovery, dynamic 

recrystallization and the coarsening of dynamic 

precipitation [15−17]. In the present study, the dynamic 

softening seems to be more prominent for specimens at 

low deformed temperatures than the ones deformed at 

high temperatures (Figs. 2(a) and (b)). And the extent of 

softening is more significant at low strain rates      

(  ≤0.1 s
−1

). Due to the absence of deformation heating 

at low strain rates (  <1 s
−1

), the flow softening may be 

related to the microstructural softening. 

 

3.2 Kinetic analysis 

During hot deformation of aluminum alloys, it is 

generally accepted that constitutive equation can model 

the hot deformation behavior of the alloy and is sensitive 

to strain rate (  ) and temperature (T), and can be 

described by the Zener−Hollomon parameter Z [18−20]: 
 

nA
RT

Q
Z )][sinh(exp  








                   (1) 

 

where A, n and α are constants, Q is the hot deformation 

activation energy, R is the mole gas constant, T is the 

deformation temperature, and σ is the stress. The hot 

deformation activation energy of Al−Mg−Si−Cu alloy 

can be obtained and the value is 325.12 kJ/mol. More 

details are described in Ref. [21]. The ln Z values can be 

obtained, as shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2 ln Z values of specimens under various deformation 

conditions 

Temperature/ 

°C 

ln Z 

0.001 s−1 0.01 s−1 0.1 s−1 1 s−1 10 s−1 

320 59.0 61.3 63.6 65.9 68.2 

390 52.11) 54.4 56.7 58.9 61.3 

460 46.41) 48.71) 51.11) 53.3 55.7 

530 41.81) 44.11) 46.41) 48.71) 51.01) 

1) Probable occurrence of partial or full dynamic crystallization 
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The hot deformation activation energy Q is an 

important indicator for the hot workability of materials. 

The value of Q in this work is 325.12 kJ/mol, which is 

higher than that of the solution-treated 6082 alloy   

(269 kJ/mol)
 
[22] and that reported for pre-aged or 

annealed 6060 alloy (205 kJ/mol) [23] and 6082 alloy 

(192.83 kJ/mol) [24]. The hot deformation activation 

energy of aluminum alloy is related to its initial 

microstructure, chemical compositions and heat 

treatment conditions. 

It is well known that the addition of Cu to 

Al−Mg−Si alloys affects mechanical properties, resulting 

in different precipitation sequences. Generally, in alloys 

without Cu, the precipitation sequence [25] is: SSSS → 

Atomic clusters → GP zones → β″→ B′, U1, U2, β′→ β, 

Si. However, Q' phase precipitates in various 

morphologies when Cu is added, and a new precipitation 

sequence is followed [26]: SSSS → Atomic clusters → 

GP zones →β″, L/S/C, QP, QC, → β′, Q′→ Q. Hence, 

the addition of Cu benefits the precipitation of Q' phase. 

JIN et al [27]
 
reported that the lath-shaped Q' phase 

(Al5Cu2Mg8Si6) was observed by three-dimensional atom 

probe and TEM due to the addition of 0.6% Cu in 6082 

alloy. Cu-segregation at the Q' interface retards and 

delays the coarsening of Q' phase. Fine precipitates pin 

grain boundaries and impede the growth of recrystallized 

grains [28−30], which leads to a high flow resistance as 

well as a high activation energy. Thus, the high 

activation energy (Q) found in the present new Al−Mg− 

Si−Cu alloy can be attributed to high copper content. 

The deformation activation energy is enormously 

affected by heat treatment conditions. Higher hot 

deformation activation energy has been found in 

solution-treated aluminum alloys [22]. Small amount of 

addition elements could have significant effects on the 

boundary migration. For aluminum alloys containing 

small amount of Cu, the boundary velocity at constant 

driving force is inversely proportional to the solute 

concentration. At high deformation temperatures, more 

alloying elements would diffuse into the matrix of the 

alloy with high Cu content than that with low Cu  

content. These solute atoms diffuse to a stationary 

dislocation and then retard the movement of the 

dislocation, which results in an increase in the flow  

stress. On the other hand, high Cu component can 

provide larger driving force for SSS atomic clusters and 

accelerate natural aging kinetics [31]. At low 

deformation temperatures, the majority of solutes are 

precipitated out of the Al matrix in the form of the 

second phase particles [18]. The presence of these 

particles results in a high precipitation strengthening 

effect in solution-treated alloys. It can be concluded that 

the 6xxx alloys with high Cu content have much higher 

peak flow stress than the alloys with low Cu content, and 

the hot deformation activation energy Q of Cu-rich 

alloys is higher than that of Cu-free alloys. In this work, 

the high Q value of the alloy may be related to the high 

Cu content held in solution by the long high temperature 

solution process. 
 

3.3 Microstructure evolution 

Table 2 shows lnZ values of the specimens 

deformed under various deformation conditions. The 

microstructures of specimens with different ln Z values  

are  shown in Fig. 3. In these figures, the black lines 

represent high-angle boundaries (misorientation larger 

than 15°) and the grey lines represent low-angle 

boundaries (misorientation 2°−15°). It can be seen that 

the microstructures of all deformed specimens consist of 

elongated grains and fine equiaxed grains, which are the 

typical features of partial recrystallization. The DRX 

grain size depends on the Zener−Hollomon parameter. A 

linear relation between recrystallized grain size (Drex) 

and ln Z can be established: 
 
Drex=−0.346 ln Z+20.07                        (2) 
 

As shown in Fig. 4, the recrystallized grain size 

depends on the ln Z value. With decreasing ln Z value, 

the recrystallized grain size increases gradually. The 

reasons may be the following aspects: 1) at high 

deformation temperatures, recrystallized nuclei are 

activated easily by the motion of atoms and dislocations; 

and 2) low strain rate means more time for 

recrystallization, the growth of recrystallized nuclei 

occurs easily through the migration of high-angle grain 

boundaries. Therefore, a coarser recrystallized grain size 

is observed at low ln Z value. 

From Fig. 3, it can be found that the extent of 

recrystallization initially decreases and then increases 

with decreasing ln Z value. The microstructure of the 

specimen with high ln Z value exhibits prominent 

recrystallization (Fig. 3(a)). At moderate ln Z value  

(Fig. 3(b)), fine recrystallized grains near original 

boundaries reduce obviously, whereas the high-angle 

boundary segments marked with white arrows are found 

within deformed grains. With decreasing ln Z value  

(Figs. 3(c) and (d)), original grain boundaries become 

straight and clear. New recrystallized grains marked with 

white circles are observed at triple junctions and 

boundaries, as shown in Fig. 3(d). The corresponding 

misorientation angle distributions for the specimens with 

different ln Z values after hot compression are shown in 

Fig. 5. With decreasing ln Z value, the average 

misorientation decreases form 28.5° to 15.7° initially and 

then increases to 29.1° and 28.9°. The corresponding 

frequencies of LABs are 36.2%, 68.1%, 33.2% and 

32.6%, respectively. Such a feature implies a change in 

the restoration mechanism between low ln Z value and 

high ln Z value. 
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Fig. 3 All Euler maps of specimens after hot compression under different deformation conditions: (a) 320 °C, 0.001 s−1, ln Z=59.0;  

(b) 460 °C, 1 s−1, ln Z=53.3; (c) 530 °C, 0.01 s−1, ln Z=44.1; (d) 530 °C, 0.001 s−1, ln Z=41.8 
 

 

Fig. 4 Relationship between dynamic recrystallized grain size 

and ln Z value 

 

Dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization are 

main restoration mechanisms during hot deformation in 

aluminum alloys. The changes of restoration mechanism 

under different conditions are reported in aluminum 

alloys [8,32,33]. The microstructure observation reveals 

that prominent recrystallization is observed at high ln Z 

value, illustrating that the softening mechanism is 

dynamic recovery and dynamic recrystallization. This 

observation suggests that low strain rate allows 

sub-grains to have sufficient time to merge or rotate and 

form gradually to new high-angle boundaries when the 

deformation temperature reaches the start temperature of 

recrystallization. As ln Z value decreases (Fig. 3(b)), the 

deformation time of the specimen with ln Z value of 53.3 

is shorter than that of the specimen with ln Z value of 

59.0. The transformation from low-angle boundary to 

high-angle boundary is restricted and the majority of the 

grains are still at a stage of recovery. With decreasing  

ln Z value (Figs. 3(c) and (d)), in the case of high- 

temperature deformation, the interaction between 

dislocations is more active than that of the low- 

temperature deformation, leading to an increase in 

annihilation and rearrangement of dislocation. In this 

case, the original grains are fragmented progressively by 

low-angle boundaries and finally form new free-strain 

region. Such a microstructure characteristic exhibits that 

ln Z value is not only an indicator to decide the 

occurrence of dynamic recrystallization. 

It has been widely accepted that dynamic 

recrystallization only occurs at low Z values, which must 

be less than or equal to a critical value. Less attention has 

been paid to the microstructure difference of specimens 

with closer Z values. In order to reveal the microstructure 

differences of specimens with nearly identical ln Z values, 

the microstructures of specimens deformed at 460 °C, 

0.1 s
−1

 and 530 °C, 10 s
−1 

are compared. The ln Z values 

of the two specimens are 51.1 and 51.0, respectively. The 

Euler maps and TEM images of the two specimens are 

shown in Fig. 6. The equiaxed grains, shown by white  
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Fig. 5 Boundary misorientation angle distributions of hot deformed 6A82 aluminium alloy under different deformation conditions 

indicated by ln Z value: (a) ln Z=59.0, average misorientation of 28.5°; (b) ln Z=53.3, average misorientation of 15.7°; (c) ln Z=44.1, 

average misorientation of 29.1°; (d) ln Z=41.8, average misorientation of 28.9° 
 

 

Fig. 6 Euler maps and TEM images of 6A82 aluminium alloy after hot compression under different deformation conditions:       

(a, c) 460 °C, 0.1 s−1, ln Z=51.1; (b, d) 530 °C, 10 s−1, ln Z=51.0 
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arrows in Figs. 6(a) and (b), clearly indicate that dynamic 

recrystallization occurs in these specimens. More 

prominent dynamic recrystallization is found in the 

specimen deformed at 530 °C and 10 s
−1

 than in the 

specimen deformed at 460 °C and 0.1 s
−1

. This means 

that more prominent dynamic recrystallization is found 

in the specimen deformed at higher deformation 

temperature and strain rate (530 °C, 10 s
−1

) than in the 

specimen deformed at lower deformation temperature 

and strain rate (460 °C, 0.1 s
−1

). The reason may be 

ascribed to the following aspects. Firstly, at high 

temperatures, dislocations may be more easily climb or 

slide during compression. Sufficient migration of 

dislocations leads to the merging of some sub-grains and 

the transformation from low-angle boundaries to 

high-angle boundaries through absorbing dislocations. 

Then, the grain boundaries become straight and clear 

(Fig. 6(d)). Secondly, compared with the low 

deformation temperature (Fig. 6(c)), the second phase 

particles tend to dissolve at a high temperature of    

530 °C. The effect of the particles on pinning of grain 

boundaries is restricted. Consequently, the process of 

recrystallization is accelerated. Thirdly, the deformation 

heating increases with increasing strain rate. Energy 

generated by deformation heating cannot remove from 

the specimens, leading to an increase in actual 

temperature and the occurrence of dynamic 

recrystallization. The discrepancies between the actual 

temperature of deformed specimens and the pre-set 

temperatures were studied in Ref. [21]. It is found that 

the deformation heating can be ignored at low strain rates 

(≤0.1 s
−1

). The temperature can be raised by nearly 30 °C 

(for example, at a strain rate of 10 s
−1

). Based on the 

above analysis, dynamic recrystallization is more 

prominent in the specimen deformed at 530 °C and 10 

s
−1

 than in the specimen deformed at 460 °C and 0.1 s
−1

. 

TEM images of the specimens deformed under 

various conditions are shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that 

well-developed sub-grains and lamellar precipitates are 

visible after deformation at 320 °C and 0.01 s
−1

. Small 

precipitates with a mean length of 0.3 μm distributed at 

the grain boundaries marked with white arrows (Fig. 7(a)) 

can effectively pin the low-angle boundary and inhibit 

dynamic recovery. With decreasing ln Z value (320 °C, 

0.001 s
−1

), the majority of the particles become coarser, 

as shown in Fig. 7(b). The lamellar-like particles have 

mean length and width of 0.9 and 0.2 μm, respectively. 

The microstructure observation illustrates that the 

continuous flow softening is related to the coarsening of 

dynamic precipitation. LIU et al [18] considered that 

further deformation after the peak strain can actually 

promote the coarsening of these particles although there 

 

 

Fig. 7 TEM images showing morphological characters of precipitates: (a) 320 °C, 0.01 s−1, ln Z=61.3; (b) 320 °C, 0.001 s−1,       

ln Z=59.0; (c) 530 °C, 10 s−1, ln Z=51.0; (d) 530 °C, 0.001 s−1, ln Z=41.8 
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was no direct experimental evidence. The reason is 

ascribed to the growth of these particles by Ostwald 

ripening [34]. The coarse particles lead to a decrease in 

the pinning force on low-angle boundaries or 

dislocations. Consequently, the continuous flow 

softening is more likely to occur (Figs. 2(a) and (b)). As 

the deformation temperature increases to 530 °C, which 

is close to the solvus temperature, the precipitates in the 

specimen deformed at 0.001 s
−1 

are much less and 

smaller than those in the specimen deformed at 10 s
−1 

(Figs. 7(c) and (d)). This can be attributed to the low 

strain rate, which allows more time for precipitates to 

dissolve into the matrix at 530 °C and 0.001 s
−1

. The 

flow softening due to coarsening of dynamic 

precipitation is restricted. Therefore, the morphology and 

distribution of dynamic precipitates are important factors 

for flow softening during hot deformation. 
 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) The flow stress exhibits a continuous flow 

softening behavior at low deformation temperatures 

(≤390 °C), whereas it reaches steady state at high 

temperatures (≥460 °C). The high activation energy Q 

value (325.12 kJ/mol) of the alloy is related to the high 

Cu content in the alloy. 

2) A linear relationship between recrystallized grain 

size (Drex) and ln Z is established.  

3) At high lnZ values, prominent dynamic 

recrystallization and coarsening of dynamic precipitation 

may be responsible for the continuous flow softening 

behavior. With decreasing ln Z value, the second phase 

particles dissolve progressively into matrix during hot 

compression. 

4) The microstructures of specimens with closer  

ln Z values are compared, dynamic recrystallization is 

more obvious in the specimen deformed at high 

temperature and strain rate (530 °C, 10 s
−1

) than that in 

the specimen deformed at low deformation temperature 

and strain rate (460 °C, 0.1 s
−1

). 
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高铜 6A82 铝合金在等温热压缩过程中的 

流变应力和显微组织演变 
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重庆大学 材料科学与工程学院，重庆 400045 

 

摘  要：在Gleeble−1500热模拟机上通过等温热压缩试验研究高铜6A82铝合金(Al−Mg−Si−Cu)在变形温度为320~ 

530 °C、应变速率为 0.001~10 s−1 条件下的流变应力和显微组织演变。结果表明，合金的流变应力在变形温度为

320~390 °C 的范围内呈连续软化行为，在温度高于 460 °C 的条件下达到稳定状态。合金的流变行为受双曲正弦

形式的本构方程(Zener−Hollomon 参数 Z)影响，其热变形激活能为 325.12 kJ/mol。显微组织表征表明，明显的动

态再结晶和动态析出的粗化导致流变应力的连续软化。在相近的 ln Z 值条件下，变形热使合金在 530 °C、10 s−1

条件下的动态再结晶比 460 °C、0.1 s−1 条件下的更加明显。 

关键词：Al−Si−Mg−Cu 铝合金；等温热压缩；流变应力；动态再结晶；动态析出 
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